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dent, Automotive Division: "Our overseas focus will
remain UVs and pick-ups." The company will, however,
explore global markets for the commercial vehicles that
its joint venture with International Truck and Engine
Corp, US (ITEC), roll out.
The joint ventures with Nissan and Renault arc purely
India-centric. So the objective here is not to emerge a
global automobile company rivalling Ford or General
Motors, but to carve out a space in the utility vehicles business and attain a brand stature like Land Rover's.
The group also has a strong auto-components business,
which it plans to develop into a global tier-I supplier.
Towards this, the company has entered into long-term
agreements with ITEC, for engineering services and component sourcing (M&M already procures components
from Chinese vendors for use in its tractors).
A slew of acquisitions in Europe (Stokes Group in the UK
and Schoneweiss & Co and Jeco Holding AG in Germany)
and India (Amforge) has led to its forgings capacity
expanding to 2.28 lakh tonnes, making it among the top
three in India and the fifth largest globally.
The farm equipment business is ranked fourth in the

A series of acquisitions in
Europe has made M&Mthe
fifth largest auto-component player globally
-,vorld-in terms of tractor sales (97,724 numbers sold in
the 11 months ended February 2007)-by virtue of its
over 40% share (post-acquisition of Punjab Tractors) in
the world's largest market, India.
Up The Learning Curve

The group also tries to leverage the learnings of one
business for the growth of another. For instance, Anjanikumar is looking to leverage the aut.omotive division's presenl:e in South Africa for selling his tractors in that market,
while Pawan Goenka will look to ride on the tractor division's goodwill while entering the US market. Many of
these businesses have in turn spawned others-engineering and design services and logistics solutions-created
largely by spinning out teams that worked on in-house projects, says Bharat Doshi, the group's finance head. Doshi
also wears the hat of President, Trade and Financial Services, and spearheads Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services the country's largest rural finance company of its
kind with 400 branches.
Project. development and timeshare holidays arc other
unrelated areas where the Mahindra group is making a
mark. The Mahindra World City in Chennai is the first SEZ
to be set up in the country. And while it took Arun Nanda,
President, Infrastructure Development, six months to rope
in the first customer, Infosys, for the Chennai SEZ, its
upcoming SEZ at Jaipur already has commitments in place
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